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A well-known authority on complete and balanced success, Zig Ziglar has authored such best

sellers as See You at the Top, Top Performance, Over the Top, and Secrets of Closing the Sale. As

popular motivational speaker, Zig Ziglar has spoken on the same stage as Presidents Ford,

Reagan, Bush, General Norman Schwarzkopf, Secretary of State Colin Powell, Dr. Norman Vincent

Peale, and Paul Harvey. Now, for the first time ever, Zig Ziglar has gathered his insights on what the

Bible says about life.
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The One Year Daily Insights with Zig Ziglar and Dr. Ike ReighardThis is a devotional book with dates

on each page, so you can start it any time, and any year. Each page has a topic, one scripture

verse, a reading, two questions, and a quote by various speakers and public figures.Here are

examples of questions and quotes:Do you want to be the kind of wise person who has a profound

influence on others? Why or why not?Are you willing to pay the price? Explain your answer.What's

the best news you've ever received?How do you respond to criticism?What are the common

temptations you face everyday?How can you overcome bitterness?What are some recurring

situations that cause you to run away in fear or fight back in defiance?Who are the people you trust

to tell you the truth?What are some things you tend to worry about?"To see His star is good, but to

see His face is better." D.L. Moody"To disregard what the world thinks of us is not only arrogant but



utterly shameless." Cicero"The only question Jesus ever asked God is `Why have you forsaken

me?' This is the same question most every believer asks at some point in their spiritual journey." Ike

Reighard"He who is not everyday conquering some fear has not learned the secret of life." Ralph

Waldo EmersonThere is a small space at the bottom of each page, so you could write a couple of

thoughts in the book if you wanted to as you go through the daily reading. Good train reading. Also

would be a nice springboard for a Christian accountability group to go through together and discuss

the various topics.

You put these two incredibly positive writers together and add God's wisdom and what do you get?

Encouragement through the roof, and not just feel good encouragement, but Godly wisdom that

makes a real difference in our day to day joys and struggles. These men were meant to write

together. What a joy! Authors, thanks for taking the time and commitment to put these thoughts and

nuggets together for all to be able to enjoy! Readers, you don't want to miss this book!

Excellent daily inspirational guide= I have 2 copies and I use it daily at work and at home.I ordered

extra copies to use as gifts for every occasion for family and friends.I highly recommend it for

everyone.Kent Hartley

I love this devotional. My husband and I had used it together a few years back and I liked it so much

that I passed it on to a friend. I had gotten out of doing my devotions on a regular basis and decided

to buy another copy to read in the car while I'm waiting in the car line. It only takes about 5 minutes

to do the daily devotion, but it has very practical lesson and it has great thought provoking questions

at the end of the devotion.Get this book! You won't be sorry.

This is a great book for someone who is trying to discover more about their spirituality or faith. In the

past I found myself intimidated by books weighted so heavily on scripture. This book gives a verse,

explains the story behind it so you can better understand it and then asks you to look inward at your

own heart and life and how you can be better in all areas. It bounces around to all kinds of topics,

like family, friends, service to others and even stress management and how to balance doing what

you enjoy with doing what you are obligated to do. Each day is numbered so you can start any time

of year and each daily lesson isn't overly long so you can always get caught back up should you

skip a few days! I highly recommend it!



I don't normally get these daily devotionals. I like to read a lot and sometimes something

inspirational helps. So, since I spotted this on the Kindle freebie list I said "Why not?" I have read a

few days of these devotionals and I must say that they are good. Not only do they offer scripture to

you, but they give details and some reading to go along with them. At the end you are left with some

questions to help you ponder or learn or apply what you just read. It is well written and easy to

follow. The dates are on each one with a table of contents to let you jump right to whatever time of

year it is. They aren't too long or too short. I often find that many devotionals end up taking quite a

long time to read or others take like a few seconds and I don't even remember what I read. So, this

is a good one (so far), and I would recommend.

This is one of the best daily meditations I have ever read. I am now reading it daily for the second

year. Zig Zigler's thoughts and insights are always wonderful, but having a Minister add his insights

are quite useful. It starts my day off on a good, thoughtful note. As a Clinical Psychologist, I often

need to begin my day in a healthy manner.

This devotional does a great job with providing positive feeding of our spirit. It ties everyday life with

things of God and does this in a truly uplifting way and with great insight. This is the book to buy and

give as a gift to everyone you care about. It sets on many of my co-worker's desk to be used to start

their day.
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